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MODEL RELEASE and GENERAL SERVICES CONTRACT 

I, ________________________ (client name), grant Sugar Beets Photography (SBP) the usage of any session 
images (released or non-released) for the promotion of its business and services. These uses include, but are 
not limited to: blog posts, website usage, website promotion, marketing materials, professional publication, 
product demos, and studio display. I hereby release SBP and its legal representatives and assigns from all 
claims and liability in relation to said photographs. 

PAYMENT: Session fee must be received at or before the time of the session. Payment for a la carte prints 

must be paid in full before order can be placed.  We take cash, check, or PayPal 

(sugarbeetsphotography@live.com). 

PRICING: In the interest of fairness to all of my clients, I am unable to offer special deals or discounts except 

for those that may be run occasionally as promotions. For this reason, please understand that session fees, 

print prices, and business policies are not negotiable.  

RESCHEDULING: For a session to be rescheduled, please give SBP at least 48 hours advance notice. There is a 

$25 fee for last minute notice of reschedule which will be added to the session fee. (Sessions rescheduled at 

photographer's discretion for weather or illness are not subject to a rescheduling fee.)  

LIMIT of LIABILITY:  In the unlikely event that the photographer is injured or becomes too ill to photograph the 
event, SBP will make every effort to secure a replacement photographer.  If the situation should occur and a 
suitable replacement is not found, responsibility and liability is limited to the return of all payments received 
for the event package.  SBP takes the utmost care with respect to exposure, transportation, and processing 
the photographs.  However, in the unlikely event that photographs have been lost, stolen, or destroyed for 
reasons within or beyond SBP’s control, SBP’s liability is limited to the return of all payments received for the 
event package.  The limit of liability for a partial loss of originals shall be a prorated amount of the exposures 
lost based on the percentage of total number of originals. 

SESSION IMAGES: Clients should expect to see between 5-10 images for a mini-shoot, 15-25 images for a 

regular session (family, engagement, maternity, newborn/children), and 25-30 images for a senior shoot.  

Wedding images are subject to further guidelines which are discussed in the wedding session contract.  Please 

contact me for details.  Any artistic and photographic interpretations I make related to your photography will 

be deemed acceptable and correct. The images I provide will be edited at my discretion and therefore may not 

include all of the images I captured during your project. I reserve the right to edit and release only those 

photographs that meet my artistic standards. If you would like certain looks (vintage, BW, etc.) please consult 
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with me at your session and I will do my best to present a few of these styles in your order.  SBP will release 

only edited images to the client.   

DIGITAL NEGATIVES AND OFF -SITE PRINTING:  Unless otherwise noted as part of a package or special, image 

CDs of digital negatives must be purchased separately from the session fee.  Image CDs include a print release 

form that allows you to print the images at the printer of your choice and with no limits on size or number of 

prints.  I strongly urge you, however, to choose mpix.com to print your photos in order to achieve professional 

looking results at a reasonable price.  This print permission form does NOT give the customer rights to use SBP 

photos for any contest use or re-sale. I do not give customers the right to freely edit my photos (including 

adding text or borders in a photo editing program or online). If necessary, and with my written permission,  I 

will allow the customer to crop or change tone (sepia toning) on the photos. Please use discretion and 

remember that these photos represent me as a photographer.  Watermarked web-sized photos may be used 

as profile pics, etc., but please do not crop out the logo or otherwise alter these images in anyway.   

PROCESSING AND ORDER TIMELINE:  Please allow three to five business days for photos to be uploaded to the 

Facebook site and the online proofing galleries, 6 weeks for your completed CD to be mailed, and 12 weeks for 

print or product purchases.  Processing time is subject to change at the discretion of the photographer and/or 

due to circumstances beyond the control of this studio. If you would like to be tagged in our Facebook 

galleries, please send a friend request to Cassie Wicks and “like” Sugar Beets Photography.   

IMAGE STORAGE:  All image files will be stored for 5 years to the best ability of this studio.  At the end of this 

time period these files will be deleted.  You may purchase additional storage time after the original 5 years has 

expired at the rate of $10 per year (can be purchased in a block amount, e.g., 5 years for $50).  In the case of 

natural disaster or other circumstances beyond our control, SBP will not be held liable for the destruction or 

damage of files.  It is strongly urged that you back up and protect your digital images and prints.  Some images 

may be retained indefinitely as a part of Sugar Beets Photography’s portfolio and as such are not subject to 

this fee.   

TRAVEL EXPENSES:  Shoot locations of up to 25 miles from the Junction City area are included in the session 

fees.    An additional $25 will be charged for locations up to 50 miles away.  For anywhere over 50 miles away 

from our base location, please contact us for travel expense estimates.  Thanks! 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ENTIRE AGREEMENT:   This agreement contains the entire understanding between SBP photography and the 
CLIENT.  It supersedes all prior and simultaneous agreements between the parties.  The only way to add or 
change this agreement is to do so in writing, signed by all the parties.  If the parties want to waive one 
provision of this agreement that does not mean that any other provision is also waived.  The party against 
whom a waiver is sought to be effective must have the waiver in writing. 

RESERVATION:  A signed contract and the reservation fee are required to reserve the specified coverage. 

COOPERATION:  The parties agree to cheerful cooperation and communication for the best possible result 
within the definition of this assignment. The photographer will not be held accountable for not photographing 
desired people if there is no one to assist in identifying people or gathering people for the photographs. {Your 



company} photography is not responsible if key individuals fail to appear or cooperate during photography 
sessions or for missed images due to details not revealed to {your company} photography beforehand. 

COPYRIGHTS:  The photographs produced by SBP are protected by Federal Copyright Law (all rights reserved) 
and may not be reproduced in any manner without SBP’s explicit written permission. It is a breach of this 
agreement to not only reproduce the images, but to display them on social networking sites (Facebook, 
Twitter, et al) without prior release by this studio. If displayed on social networking sites, photos must say 
“photos by Sugar Beets Photography” somewhere visibly on the photo or on the information tab below each 
single photo.    

EXHIBITION: If a client requests to use a photo from his or her session in any print or online publication, they 
must first request and receive written permission from SBP.  If client requests to use the image in the 
distribution of products such as but not limited to posters, clothing, etc a 5% compensation rate of the total 
number of sales will apply unless otherwise agreed upon in writing. 

========================================================================================== 

I have carefully read and understand the above guidelines.  

Client signature:  ________________________________________________  

Parent/guardian signature (if under 18): ________________________________________________ 

Photographer: _________________________________________________ 

Date: _________________________________________________ 

cw: 3/4/12 


